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Towards Capturing Provenance of 





20,000 Leagues Under the Sea  by  Jules Verne
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Plural 'Seas' became the singular 'Sea'
     thus...
20,000 leagues was misinterpreted
to mean depth instead of distance
https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/childrensbooks/images/5/5e/Twenty_Thousand.jpg/revision/latest?cb=20090309165240
When variations are perceived to have changed the meaning of a 







1997: A Disturbance in the Force
Han Shoots First?
Did Han Shoot First?
A single change in a split second 






A Case of 'st1_50m' An observation made at the location of 
station '1' at a depth of 50 meters
Archive Quality
Why split these out into explicit columns if the
science community prefers the original format?
      Putting the FIR in FAIR
Findable  -  get all datasets that measured 'depth'
Interoperable  -   linked to community vocabs















How do we capture provenance 
of the data curation process 
that links original & archived versions 
in a reusable way ?
Declarative Workflows
Declarative Workflows - A set of steps to execute
Declarative Workflows - Each step is "named" 
Declarative Workflows - Each step has inputs
Declarative Workflows - More steps
Declarative Workflows - Names identify code to execute
Declarative Workflows - Each step has its own inputs
Benefits of Declarative Workflows
Because declarative workflows
build a configuration (WHAT) 
instead of code (HOW)
Build tools to: 
- construct these configurations,
- execute the workflow,
- convert the configuration into provenance
Benefits of Declarative Workflows
From Declarative Workflows to Provenance




  prop_value = new PropertyValue(parameter.name)
  
  If parameter.value  is an Object
      prop_value = propertyValueForParameter(parameter.value)
  Else
    prop_value = parameter.value
  
  Return prop_value
End Sub
Workflow to PROV
What use is this PROV?
The provenance is data that directly links the original data to the archived version
What use is this PROV?







What use is this PROV?








What use is this PROV?









Workflow Tools at BCO-DMO
frictionlessdata.io
github.com/frictionlessdata/datapackage-pipelines 
pypi.org/project/dataflows
w3.org/TR/prov-o/
purl.dataone.org/provone-v1-dev
schema.org
Questions?
